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Trailer User Manual 

 

This manual contains all the instructions on set-up and use of all internal  

and external equipment. 
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Trailer and Hitch Lock 

 

If you are not familiar with attaching and towing a trailer please do not attempt to do so. 

 

The field kitchen trailer weighs 2.6 tonnes dry. It is rated to 3.5 tonnes, meaning that it can 

carry just under 1 tonne of consumables providing your vehicle meets these requirements. 

Please check with your vehicle manufacturer.  The trailer tyre pressures need to be at 85 psi.   

The wheel nut torque for the wheels is 195Nm.  

 

 

Our trailers are fitted with: 

- One 12V thirteen pin plug for towing lights; seven pin adaptors are available. Please 

check which plug connection your vehicle requires.  

- Standard 50mm tow ball. 

 

You must provide a number plate for the trailer which matches your vehicle registration. It 

is attached using a spring-loaded mount.  

 

To attach the trailer to your vehicle: 

1) Release the hitch by pressing with your thumb and raise handle. 

2) Lower the trailer using the jockey wheel winder onto the tow ball. 

3) Once the trailer is connected, lower the handle, raise the jockey wheel and lock in 

position with the R clip. 

4) The red break-away cable must always be attached to your vehicle. 

5) Connect cable for towing lights and check they are working. 

6) Ensure trailer brake has been released before moving off/towing. 

 

Please note that the hitch lock must be locked at all times. 
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Keys and Setup 

 

Keys: 

 

There are two supplied keys, one for the rear door and one for the hitch lock. 

 

 

Lockers: 

 

These are all accessed using a ‘T’ key. Please note that there is only one ‘T’ key per trailer 

and it is located in the cupboard inside the kitchen on the right.  

 

All lockers must be kept locked when not in use. 

 

 

Fridges and freezer: 

 

The tall fridge and freezer have keys which are located in the frame above each door 

and the key must remain in the lock. Remember to lock them whilst in transit! 

 

 

Trailer door: 

 

The trailer door is a stable door.  This means that the top 

section may be opened independently. When the door is 

open it must be secured to prevent slamming. 

 

 

Please note that the trailer door and hitch lock must be 

locked when the trailer is not in use.  
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Levelling, Legs and Steps 

 

Level the trailer before use by using the levelling legs in the front locker. 

 

There are four legs, each of which fits onto a jacking point located at each corner on the 

front and rear of the trailer.  There is a spirit level to help with levelling that is mounted 

on the A frame.  The legs are stored in the front locker. 

 

To attach the legs: 

1) Remove the safety locating pin from the leg. 

2) Slot the leg onto one of the protruding jacking points. 

3) Replace the pin, ensuring that it runs through the leg and jacking point. 

4) Wind the handle until the desired level has been reached. Winding them clockwise 

makes then longer. 

5) Repeat on all legs. 

 

Always remove legs before moving trailer  

 

To detach the legs: 

1) Ensure the trailer is safely connected to the vehicle, or the jockey wheel is down 

with the hand brake on. 

2) Wind the handle until the legs are fully retracted. 

3) Remove the pin. 

4) Pull the leg from the jacking point. 

5) All legs should be stowed in their locker with the pin attached. 
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Steps: 

Please ensure that the steps are attached to the trailer body and levelled before use. 

The steps are located inside hooked onto the shelves opposite the oven.   If the trailer 

has been set too high then the steps may not reach the ground. 

 

To attach the steps: 

1) Open both left and right rear doors. 

2) Align the holes with the corresponding bolts that protrude beneath the trailer 

doorway. 

3) Holding the steps horizontally, slot the holes onto the bolts then lower the steps to 

the correct position. 

4) You must wind the legs on the steps down clockwise to ensure they are level and safe. 

If step is set too high the trailer door won’t close.  Use chocks if required. 

 

 

The black square feet spin up and down to adjust height.  Please ensure the steps are 

not damaged by the doors when they are opened and closed. 

 

 
 

Please secure the steps back inside the kitchen before travelling anywhere. 
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Canopy and Slide-out 

To open the canopy: 

1) Release the two antiluces, which are located on the exterior (see page 3 layout); lift 

the locking mechanism and drop it forward into a horizontal position.  

2) Release the spring bolt in the centre, which is located inside. Pull the spring handle to 

the left and/or right (away from the canopy) until the bolt retracts through the ring 

fastening, then twist the handle upwards to keep it pinned back.  

3) Push the canopy open. 

4) Fold the antiluces back to the vertical position to avoid damage / injury. 

 

To close the canopy: 

1) Release the two antiluces, which are located on the exterior, lift the locking 

mechanism and drop it forward into a horizontal position. 

2) Carefully fold down the canopy and flip the antiluces to the vertical position. 

3) Inside, lock the central spring bolt in place. 

 

      Please note that the canopy must be locked shut when the trailer is not in use.  
 

Antiluces:  

 
 

To extend the slide-out: 

1) Ensure the canopy is open. 

2) Inside, lift the spring bolts on either side of the slide-out. 

3) Push the slide-out to fully extend. 

4) Ensure the spring bolts drop back into their lowered position.  

 

To stow the slide-out: 

1) Lift the spring bolts. 

2) Pull the slide-out towards you. 

3) Drop the spring bolts through the catches so that the slide-out is secured.  

 

      The slide-out must be secured with the internal spring bolts at all times.  
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Electricity and Lighting 

 

There is a battery operated light mounted on the roof of the locker that can be used to 

illuminate the distribution boards and sockets.  Please turn off the lights when not in use. 

 

To power the trailer: 

1) Locate the cables in the electricity locker. 

2) Lift the waterproof cover on the female end and plug it firmly into the desired socket. 

3) The male plug is to be attached to the generator or power source. 

 
Should the power trip, check the distribution board trip switches (PCDs); if they are all 
‘up’ then the problem is not within the trailer but with the power supply, i.e. the 
external power source.   
 
Otherwise you can pinpoint the circuit with the issue and perhaps narrow down by 
appliance ie. bain marie/coffee machine, oven/dishwasher or ring main 
(fridge/freezer/lights/water pump). 

 

Input: 

The distribution boards (fuse box) are located in the electricity locker on the right-hand 

side of the trailer (opposite side to the canopy), closest to the A-frame.  

 

  
 

There are 3 circuits within the trailer (3 x 32amp sockets and 3 x 32amp cables 

supplied): 

·         1 is the supply for the coffee machine/bain marie if you are using either. 

·         1 is the supply for the two ovens OR an oven and a dishwasher 

·         1 is the supply for the ring main, fridges, freezer, lights, plug sockets, water 

pump etc. 

 

Please refer to the manual pages 14, 15 and 16 for specific information on each piece 

of equipment and appliance.  
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Lighting: 

The light switches are located inside, above the rear door.  

 

Life support light (fridges & freezer): 

The ‘life support’ light is located above the door on the exterior of the trailer. When this 

is on, it indicates that the ‘RING MAIN’ is supplied with power. This is so that you know 

at a distance that the fridges and freezers inside the trailer have power.  

 

Extractor light: 

The extractor light switch is located on its control panel towards the top left of the 

extractor fan. 

 

 

 

Small appliances: 

The 13amp (household) plugs located around the trailer are capable of supplying a total 

of 6000 watts. Please see the table below for examples of small appliances’ power 

consumption and note that this is an estimate only.  

 

Small appliance Wattage 

Kettle 2500 W 

Radio/stereo 60 W 

Panini grill/toastie machine 650 – 1800 W 

Toaster 1260 W 

Blender 300 W 

Stand mixer 300 – 1500 W 

Juicer 1500 W 
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Gas 

The trailer requires two gas cylinders to run the boiling table (six burner hob) and the 

water boiler.  

 

The gas locker, located on the right-hand side of the trailer, can carry a maximum of 

two 19kg gas cylinders. There is a battery operated light mounted on the locker roof. 

Gas cylinders in the locker must be secured at all times using the straps supplied.  

 

To connect the gas supply: 

1) In the gas locker there are two black rubber gas tails (hoses) each with a hand-wheel 

screw; screw one onto each gas cylinder – the thread is tightened anti-clockwise. 

2) When connected, turn on each cylinder by unscrewing the valve at the top.  Ensure the 

shut-off valve is in the OPEN/ON position. The picture below shows the yellow shut-off 

valve in the OPEN/ON position. 

3) Secure the gas cylinders using the strap and close the gas locker. 

 

                                           
 

To disconnect the gas supply, or to change a bottle: 

1) Release the strap holding the gas cylinder. 

2) Screw gas cylinder’s valves closed.  

3) Unscrew the hand-wheel and remove the gas cylinder. 

 

It is also possible to connect an additional gas appliance next to the 6 burner hob using 

the bayonet fitting located behind the boiling table (please call for more details).  

 

All our appliances are CORGI tested. 
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Water and Waste 

 

Water input & water tank: 

 

All water used on board is filtered through a Brita Quell System.  The on-board 200 litre 

tank can be filled up using the supplied standard hose lock fitting.  There is a switch to 

turn on the water pump located at hip height by the sink.  As soon as water is connected 

to the trailer, the pump can be used to supply running water.  Alternatively the tank can 

be filled ensuring uninterrupted supply if the hose is temporarily disconnected. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The large black round inlet is for a  

manual feed in cases where there is no 

water supply.  Below this, the left  

nozzle is for water in and the copper  

pipe is the overflow.  

 

 

To fill the tank: 

1) Ensure the blue water tank drain valve under the trailer is closed (see layout on p.3). 

2) Take the garden hose located in the front locker by the A frame. 

3) Plug one end into the water input, located in the recess on the left of the gas locker (see 

above picture).   

4) Plug the other end into your water supply and turn on. 

 

To empty the tank: 

1) Turn off the water supply and disconnect the hose.  

2) Locate the valve underneath the trailer (see layout on page 3). 

3) Turn the valve so that it is vertical and allow the water to run out. 

4) Once the water has ceased, return the valve to the horizontal closed position. 

 

The tank should be emptied before you return the trailer to reduce weight. 
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Water pump: 

The trailer is supplied with a pump to take the water from the tank to the taps.  Switch 

the pump off if there is no water in the system to avoid it burning out.  It works 

automatically (once electricity is supplied). Please see trouble shooting or emergency 

contacts should it not work.  

 

Waste water:  

All waste water leaves through a saniflo pump situated below the sink. This must be 

connected using the hose supplied, found in the front locker. 

 

Do not drive over the waste hose as it will be damaged. 

 

 To connect the waste water hose: 

1) Remove the waste hose from the front locker.  You can join the hoses together if 

required. 

2) Locate the male hose outlet on the exterior of the trailer (see layout on page 3) 

3) Fold the arms of the camlock away from you, insert the male waste hose and then pull 

the arms back towards you, returning them to the locked position. 

4) Insert the other end of the waste hose into your chosen receptacle (bowser/drain/IPC). 

 

There is an adaptor provided to fit 
waste hose into a trailer bowser:  

BELOW 

Waste water hose connection located 
on the rear right hand side:  

BELOW 
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Appliances 
 

Under counter 3 door fridge  

The electrical supply is on the right hand side next to the fridge. 

The fridge is set to 2° (Parameter D1) - if you need to change the parameter see below.  

1) Unlock the control panel by pressing and holding down the up and down arrows 

simultaneously for 10 seconds.  

2) Repeatedly press the SET button until the desired Parameter is reached: 

D1 = 2°   D2 = 3°  D4 = 2° D5 = 10° 

IF YOU CHANGE THE PARAMETER SETTING PLEASE RETURN IT TO ITS ORIGINAL SETTING AT THE 

END OF YOUR HIRE (D1). 

 

  

Upright fridge 

This fridge must have its doors locked for transit. 

Electrical supply is from the plug on the top shelf to the left of the fridge. 

Temperature: 1=warmest, 7=coldest 

 

 

Undercounter freezer  

This fridge must have its doors locked for transit. 

Electrical supply is from the plug on the right hand side of the freezer on the top shelf 

Temperature: 1=warmest, 7=coldest 

 

 

Boiling Table 

1) Turn on the gas bottle. 

2) Turn on the main gas supply in the gas supply locker using the yellow toggle tap valve. 

3) Turn on the gas supply within the kitchen using the yellow handle under the fire blanket. 

4) Turn yellow handle on the left hand side of the hob on 

5) Choose the gas ring you want to light and find corresponding valve/ tap 

6) Turn tap from 12 o’clock (off) to 10 o’clock – holding in the Thermo couple button to the 

right of the valve 

 Light the ring using a long lighter and keep the button depressed for 3 seconds. 

7) Turn tap to adjust gas power. 

8) To turn off turn tap back to 12 o’clock (off). 

Turn off main gas supply when leaving the trailer unused. 

 

 

Water boiler – Morco F-11 EL  

To switch the water boiler on ensure the fused wall spur to the left of the boiler is on then push 

small white button by the digital display on front panel of boiler. It should automatically ignite 

when the hot water tap is turned on. 
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Extractor fan  

Please turn on as soon as you start using the ovens, boiling table or any other hot cooking 

equipment.  To do this ensure the fuse spur located in the corner of the trailer to the left of the 

extractor fan, near the plug sockets, is switched on (marked fan).  The control panel to turn off 

or adjust the speed or light is on the front left hand side.  You can vary the speed of the fan from 

1 to 5. There is a light in the extractor; the switch is on the front left next to the on/off switch. 

 

 

Oven blue seal turbo fan E31D4  

Please secure the doors for transit using spring clip provided. 

1) Push power button to turn on. 

2) Set required temperature using top toggle switch.  Turn clockwise to increase temperature. 

3) The digital display light will let you know when the oven has reached the required 

temperature. 

4) Push power button to turn off. 
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Bain marie 

They are dry well bain maries. 

1) Turn the bain marie on by turning the knob to the desired temperature.  

2) When powered the green LED light will be on. 

3) When it reaches its correct temperature the red LED will go on. 

4) To switch off the bain marie turn the temperature knob back to zero (pointing south). 

 

 

Dishwasher 

1) To turn on press the power switch No1 (see picture below). 

2) Make sure the drain plug is in. 

3) The tank will fill and begin heating. Once it is at its correct temperature No 4 will light up. 

4) Press the cycle button to choose which cycle you require – see below for an explanation. 

5) Press and hold the start button until the unit starts and release button. 

 

Cycles:  

Light No. 4 is SHORT CYCLE = 60 seconds 

Light No. 5 is MEDIUM CYCLE = 120 seconds 

Light No. 4 & 5 LONG CYCLE – 180 seconds 

 

To drain the machine: 

1) Release the overflow in the bottom of the dishwasher, allowing all water to drain from tank. 

2) Press and hold start button until the lights No. 2 and No. 4 begin to flash together then 

release the start button. 

3) When the No. 5 lights up blue then the drain cycle has finished. 

 

 

 

 

Please ensure you put the lids on the dishwasher detergent and 

rinse aid tightly during transport – otherwise it stains the floor and 

you will be charged! 
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Troubleshooting 
Water supply cold: 

 Check supply to the trailer is flowing through the hose. 

 Check pump is on.  The switch is located at hip height near the boiler. 

 Check electricity supply to ring main is on.   

Water supply hot: 

 Make sure cold supply is working as above.  

 Check fuse wall spur to the left of the boiler 

Morco water boiler error codes: 

FO Failed to measure temp Fault in thermistor (NTC) 
sensor 

Call for service 

F1 1st ignition failure Gas not turned on, run 
out, or air in circuit, or no 
spark 

Change gas bottle and put 
hot water tap on full (the 
left hand tap) 

F2 Activation of combustion 
product discharge control 
device 

Exhaust fumes outlet 
blocked or affected by 
the wind 

Look at exhaust fumes 
outlet & shield from gusty 
wind 

F3 Failure during operation Gas run out, or electronic 
circuit fault 

Change gas bottle and put 
hot water tap on full (the 
left hand tap) 

F4 TTB jumper is missing  Call for service 

 

Gas supply / boiling table: 

 Check bottle/s turned on in locker 

 Check yellow supply valve in gas cupboard is on (vertical) 

 Check yellow supply handle inside trailer below fire extinguisher is on 

 Check yellow gas handle on front of boiling table 

 

Please call Guy on 07766 861405 if you have any questions or queries and please call Stef on 07710 

847714 for any administrative queries. 

What to do if you breakdown when towing? 

Andrew McCabe 07538 368 825 (24 hrs) 

Evean Recovery 020 7476 3000 (24 hrs) 

Kavanagh Rescue and Recovery 020 8394 4999 (24 hrs) 

What to do if you have a flat tyre? 

There is a spare tyre, jack and wheel brace in the front locker of the field kitchen. Please see page 5 

for more details.  Do not attempt to change a tyre if you have no previous experience.  

What to do if you run out of gas? 

We can supply the trailer with gas for an additional charge or gas can be ordered from Flogas.  If you 

run out of gas during your hire period please find your nearest Flogas stockiest by visiting 

www.flogas.co.uk/stockists, where you will be able to exchange empty bottles for full bottles.  

  

http://www.tfkc.co.uk/new-page-1
https://www.flogas.co.uk/
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Cleaning and Return 
 
TO RECEIVE YOUR DEPOSIT BACK IN FULL THE TRAILER MUST BE THOROUGHLY CLEANED BEFORE RETURN.  
BELOW IS A CHECK LIST OF ITEMS WE WILL BE CHECKING.  
 
This includes all interior and exterior fittings, fixtures and appliances, including any moveable or removable 
parts, and anything additionally hired. All perishables must be removed. 
 
Please be aware that photographs and a hire check in/out sheet, recording the interior and exterior of the trailer, 
will be taken on delivery and return. 
 
If any damage has been caused during the hire period, please inform us as soon as possible and include 
supporting photographs. 
 
DO NOT USE:  Wire brush, acid, alkaline or abrasive cleaners 
 

CLEANING CHECK LIST 

ITEM CLEANED  ITEM CLEANED 
CEILING & LIGHTS   UNDERSINK CUPBOARD  

WALLS   BOILING TABLE 

 GREASE TRAPS 

 BURNERS 

 

FLOORS    

CUPBOARDS AND SHELVES    

SURFACES INC. SLIDE-OUT & SHELVES 
NB. REMOVE SLIDE-OUT & CLEAN EDGES   

CABLES & HOSES 
 

EXTRACTOR & LIGHT 

 EXTERIOR EDGE 

 DEGREASE LIGHT 

 INTERIOR EDGE 

 BAFFLES X 4 (MUST BE 
COMPLETELY REMOVED, 
CLEANED, DRIED & REPLACED 

  ELECTRICAL CABLES (WIPED)  

  WATER HOSES (WIPED)  

  WASTE HOSES X2  

  

SIGNAGE, DECORATION OR EXTRAS 
APPLIED TO THE EXTERIOR INC. 
GLUE RESIDUE  

FRIDGES X2 

 EXTERIOR 

 INTERIOR 

 RACKS 

  GAS CYLINDERS (CLEANING)  

  LOCKERS  

  ADDITIONALLY HIRED EQUIPMENT  

  COFFEE MACHINE  

FREEZER 

 EXTERIOR 

 INTERIOR 

 RACKS 

  GRIDDLE  

  DISHWASHER  

  BAIN MARIE 

 EXTERIOR 

 INSERTS 

 

   

OVEN X2 

 EXTERIOR 

 DOOR 

 INTERIOR 

 RACKS 

   

    

    

    

    

 

ITEM RETURN CHECK LIST 

ITEM CHECKED  ITEM CHECKED 
PERISHABLES REMOVED   ALL LOCKERS LOCKED  

SLIDE-OUT SECURED   LOCK FRIDGES AND FREEZER  

EMPTY WATER TANK   SECURE OVER DOORS  

WATER HOSE DISCONNECTED & STORED   CANOPY LOCKED  

WASTE HOSE DISCONNECTED & STORED   DOOR LOCKED  

GAS CYLINDERS CLOSED & STORED   T KEY RETURNED TO UNDER SINK  

ELECTRICAL CABLES DISCONNECTED & 
STORED   

TRAILER HITCH LOCK KEY 
RETURNED TO PUSH-BUTTON KEY 
SAFE  LEGS REMOVED & STORED   
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